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Who is F. Barkow Inc.?
Since 1879, F. Barkow Inc, has been building quality truck equipment and bodies to
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meet the needs of our customers. Family
owned, F. Barkow Inc., is known for high
quality construction at reasonable prices
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for over 133 years.
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Barkow’s custom body resume includes
glass racks, service (utility) bodies,
flatbeds, stake bodies and many other
custom built bodies.
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Options:
- Choice of toolbox configuration:

Aluminum Service Bodies

- Ladder rack(s): full or single side
- Trailer hitch choices: ball or pintal hook

Custom Made for Your Business Demands

- Full bumper or split bumper (for towing)
- Enclosed bodies
- Cargo divider/gate
- Custom sizes available
- Custom paint colors available
- Custom headache racks to protect rear
window of cab
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Take your work space with you!
Going GREEN...
Aluminum Barkow Service Bodies:
8’ Body = 700lbs:
- doesn’t require a one-ton truck
- light weight:
- saves fuel
- less wear and tear on brakes
and suspension
- recyclable
- repairable
- will never rust

The Barkow Aluminum Service Body is a custom manufactured, versatile, utility vehicle
built specifically to meet your every day needs; providing both spacious compartment
storage for small tools, and easy access to larger tools, materials and equipment.

Standard Features:
- Largest Toolboxes on the market
- Mounts easily and securely
Toolboxes:
- Fully adjustable aluminum shelves with stainless
steel dividers
- Adjustable shelf dividers
- Full height (or length) continuous aluminum piano

Who will benefit from a
Barkow Aluminum Service Body?
- Municipalities
- Utilities
- Road Construction Companies
- Plumbers
- Electricians
- Door/Window Companies
- Remodelers
- Contractors
- Property Management Companies
- Locksmiths
- Anyone who needs their workshop
with them during business hours

hinges for security and strength
- All stainless steel hardware
- Stainless steel chain used to hold tilt-down door

Toolbox Doors:

- Double-shell, aluminum, reinforced doors for
security and durability
- Stainless steel, heavy duty, paddle lock
- Stainless steel door latch striker pin
- Gas spring door openers; eliminates over
swing, keeping doors in open or closed position
- Weather tight automotive gasket seals around all
doors; protection from elements

Rear Gate:

- Structural aluminum keeps tools in; doubles as a workbench when down
- Pick-up style tailgate

Lifetime Warranty:
Lifetime warranty against defects
and workmanship. Just bring it back
to us and we will repair it. That’s how
confident we are in our aluminum
service bodies.

Bumper:
- Heavy duty aluminum step-bumper with grip tape and reflective tape
Lights:
- All LED running lights and directionals
- Directional and marker light wiring use all sealed connections

Flooring:
- 8 Foot Body: 96” x 50” -- 1/8” High Quality Aluminum
covered with rubberized, slip resistant coating
- 9 Foot Body: 108” x 50” -- 1/8” High Quality Aluminum
covered with rubberized, slip resistant coating
- 11 Foot Body: 132” x 50” -- 1/8” High Quality
Aluminum covered with rubberized, slip resistant coating
Interior:
- Horizontal Load-Holding “E” slats around perimeter of
interior of body
- perfect for securing tools and supplies during transport

